Daily Itinerary
Flexibility is the key to both meeting and exceeding the expectations of our guests.
Day 1
Lunch will be served soon after arrival, followed by time to relax and unwind before you enjoy your first
guided game activity. For those who arrive late, sun downer drinks will be served at the central area
once you have had time to settle in and freshen up. When all guests have returned from their guided
activities, dinner will be served in the dining area overlooking the riverbed and the seasonal waterhole.
After dinner, relax around the fire and soak up the sounds of the African bush and wildlife all around
you. And then sleep safe and secure in spacious comfort in your large safari unit.
Days 2 - 3 (or more)
All guided activities are undertaken on a consultative basis because we do not believe in sticking to a
rigid one-size-fits-all approach. The experienced rangers tap into their intimate knowledge of local
wildlife and weather conditions and then discuss the various options with the guests. Taking people’s
differing interests and energy-levels into account, the rangers tailor the guided activities to best
accommodate everyone’s preferences.
In the mornings we set off at first light after a snack of biscuits or rusks and coffee or tea.
Enjoying the brisk air from the open safari vehicles you may choose to go in search of the plains game,
herds of buffalo and elephant, the endangered black & white rhinos, the spectacular big cats, and the
packs of wild dogs that frequent the area. The ranger will impart his/her extensive knowledge of the
wildlife and birds and you may even be lucky enough to come across a kill that took place during the
hours of darkness.
Or you may choose to do a guided bush walk, either departing directly from camp or using a vehicle to
head further out and find some interesting tracks to follow. The ranger will decipher the tracks and
signs left by the passing animals during the night. The thrill of walking, tracking and getting up close to
some of the creatures of the bush is an unforgettable experience. During the walks there is a lot of
emphasis on all the interesting things seen including animals, trees, plants, insects and birds.
Breakfast is enjoyed back at the safari camp and then there is time to unwind and siesta during the heat
of the day, making use of the swimming pool and central relaxation area or your comfortable safari unit.
On one of the days you will be treated to very informative instruction relating to bushcraft survival skills.

And a light lunch will be offered in the central dining area before it’s time to head out amongst the
wildlife again.
In the afternoons we set off after the main heat of the day when the animals become more active,
following a similar procedure to the morning guided activities for the remaining hours of daylight. Close
to sunset we stop at a scenic location where we’ll have sun downers while enjoying a stunning African
sunset. We then climb aboard the open safari vehicles and go in search of the nocturnal creatures - as
the diurnal animals and birds anxiously get ready for bed, the stage and sounds change and a whole new
world awakens.

Back at the safari camp a hearty supper will be served at the central dining area with the sounds of the
African bush all around. After pudding, a warm campfire will be waiting for you where stories are
exchanged and guided activities are discussed for the following day. After a long day in the bush there is
nothing more rewarding than to lie in your comfortable bed and listen to the sounds of the night under
a blanket of overwhelming African stars!
Final Day
Set off at first light for your final guided game activity - appreciating the typical scents and sounds of the
bush you’ll realise how much you’ve learned already! After breakfast back at the safari camp it’s time to
pack up and say our reluctant goodbyes. Whatever you have seen and done you will have had an upclose and personal experience of the real African bush and wildlife! And a whole new world of
experiences awaits for your next visit.

